
String Art
Crafting Instructions

2 Crafts + 
Bonus Craft
Challenge! 



String art is so trendy right now! In this Crayola®  CIY Box™ 
find two of our favorite string-inspired crafts infused with 
Crayola®  magic. String art is the ultimate creative project 
because it’s whatever you want it to be; simple outlines, 
messy and flowing, or neat and clean. No matter how you 
do it, your string art piece is one you’ll be proud to 
show off. 

Whether you choose fringes or tassels, the Dip ‘N Dye 
Wall-Hanging is certain to bring color and texture to your 
space. Crayola® Washable Paint is the secret ingredient to 
creating this boho chic craft.
      
After wrapping up your string art creations, be sure to 
share them with friends, family, and the world, using 
#CrayolaCIYbox. You’ll have the chance to be featured on 
our social channels. We can’t wait to see what you create!

In This Box
• 8” X 8” Cork board
• 1 Box of pins
• 1 Ball of pearl cotton thread
• 3 String art patterns
• 3 Sheets decorative paper
• Sawtooth picture frame hanger (located in special gift bag)
• Crayola® Washable Watercolors, 8 Ct.
• 1 LKYC skein of yarn
• 1 Metal craft hoop
• 1 Instruction booklet
• A special surprise! We have packed a little something extra 

in your box for yourself or to share with a friend.

You will also need:
• Cookie sheet or wax paper
• 2-3 Bowls 
• Warm water
• Tape
• Cutting board
• Scissors

More resources online!
Login to your crafters account at CrayolaCIYBox.com/account to find helpful templates, more inspiration, 
and how-to instruction videos for all the String Art crafts included in this box.

Spectacular 
String Art

_ Crayola CIY Box Team

CRAFT 1: Wrapped String Art

CRAFT 2: Dip ‘N Dye Wall Hanging

BONUS CHALLENGE: Wrapped Letter



Pro tip: For a fun twist on 

this project, dye the ball of 

string using the technique 

from Craft 2: Dip ‘N Dye. 

Let it dry before you start. 

Try mixing a couple colors.

About this craft project
Choose from one of the templates 
provided in your box or the templates 
available on your Crayola® CIY Box™ 
Account page, under craft resources. Pin 
your template onto corkboard, and wrap 
string until the design reveals itself.

Supplies from your box
• 8” X 8” Cork board
• 1 Ball of pearl cotton thread
• 1 Box of pins
• 3 String art patterns
• 3 Sheets decorative paper (located 

in special gift bag)
• Sawtooth picture frame hanger 

You will also need
• Tape
• Cutting board
• Scissors

Prep your space
Place the cork panel on a cutting 
board so you don’t poke your 
table with the pins while working. 
Download the Space Prep guide on 
your account page for more ideas.

You may choose to use a decorative 
paper as your background. Place on 
the tile and pin it down.
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Choose your string art template and 
place it in the center of your cork. 
Place a few pins to hold it down. More 
templates are available online in your 
Crayola® CIY Box™ Account.

2

Insert pins into the cork, following the 
outlines of your template. 

3

Gently remove the template by pulling 
it away from the pins. Work slowly and 
your pins will stay in place. Scissors 
can help remove sections of the paper.

4

CRAFT 1 
Wrapped String Art

The fun continues

Craft safely
Be careful with the sharp 
pins when you put them 
in the corkboard.

30-60 min Help suggested
for ages 8-12

Pro tip: Corkboard is fun to paint. You can grab your favorite Crayola® Washable Paints from your last box and paint the surface. Let dry before moving on to step 3.



Intermediate Patterns: You may 
choose to be methodical or just let it 
flow. Go back and outline the edges 
with the string again to define it nicely. 
Tie off the end on a pin and trim.
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Easy Patterns: Once you have done 
the outlines, start weaving in a back 
and forth technique. Just let it flow! If 
you don’t like how it looks, unwind 
and do it again. Tie off the end on a 
pin and trim.

Push the sawtooth wall hanger into 
the back of the cork, be careful not 
to poke yourself with the pins. Ask for 
assistance for ages 12 and under. 
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Now the fun part - stringing your 
creation! Tie string to a pin to get 
started. Don’t pull the string too tight as 
you go, or your pins will start to lean in 
and may pop out. Pull the thread snug, 
but not hard.

Expert Patterns: You may wish to 
re-print your template as a reference 
while you work to get it just right. Take 
your time and work methodically. 

6c

About this craft project
Let your personality show with either Option A: playful tassles, or Option B: 
macrame-inspired fringe. Then dip dye with Crayola® paint to make it truly 
one of a kind. 

Option A: Tassles        Option B: Fringe

Supplies from your box
• Crayola® Washable Watercolors, 8 Ct.
• 1 LKYC skein of yarn
• 1 Metal craft hoop

You will also need
• Cookie sheet or wax paper
• 2-3 Bowls

Prep your space
Protect work surface with wax paper or a 
cookie sheet for the dye part of this project.

CRAFT 2 
Dip ‘N Dye
Wall Hanging

Craft safely
Crayola® Washable 
Watercolors are kid 
friendly but not for use 
as body or face paint. 
Keep out of reach of 
small children and do 
not eat the paint. See 
last page for more wash 
and care info.

45 min 
+ dry time

Help suggested
for ages 8-12

Pro tip: If you don’t like 

how it looks, just unwind 

and do it again.You may 

wish to tie-off often and 

move around the pattern 

while you work.

Check out the how-to video on 
your account page for help.
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Tie yarn end to metal craft hoop and 
wrap yarn around the hoop to cover it. 
If doing option B leave approx 
4” uncovered.

Prep dye by dissolving 1 paint tablet 
in 1.5 cups hot water using separate 
bowls for each color. Stir to dissolve 
tablet. Try mixing color tablets to make 
custom colors.

Lay out on covered surface or hang 
over a cookie sheet to dry overnight. 
Option B - after tassels are dry, tie 
onto the ring, staggering the length.

Dip tassels or fringe into the dye. 
Repeat for each color desired. Dye 
each tassle or section of fringe different 
colors, or layer for an ombre look. 

Wrap the yarn back and forth across 
the hoop to make a geometric pattern 
(star, fan, web etc). Tie off tightly.

Cut a piece of cardboard to the length 
you want your tassels (use the ruler 
on your box) Wrap yarn around 
cardboard 10-20 times depending on 
how thick you want your tassels.

Cut a 6”-14” length of yarn depending 
on how long you want each tassel to 
hang. Tie top of tassel snugly, leaving 
the tie to attach to the metal hoops. 

Cut ends of yarn and remove from 
cardboard. Trim tassel ends evenly. 
Attach to the metal hoop.

Cut yarn fringe: 14 @ 14” ea, 14 @ 
16” ea, and 7 @ 20” ea. Fold each 
fringe piece in half.

Pro tip: Start with light 

colors first and then layer 

darker colors to achieve 

an ombre look. Save your 

extra paint in a cup for 
your crafters challenge.

How did your dip ‘n dye wall hanging 
turn out? Snap and tag a photo with 
#CrayolaCIYbox to show other crafters! 

Pro tip: 
Try braiding 
or macrame 
techniques to 

further embellish 
your creative wall 

hanging. 
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Attach folded fringe to ring using a 
larks head knot in this order 7 @14”, 
7@16”, 7 @ 20” 7 16” and 7 @ 14.” 

Larks head knot

Option A

Option A Option A Option B

Option B



ABOUT US

About this challenge
Love a good craft challenge? Put your creativity and crafting skills to the test 
by creating a one-of-a-kind wrapped letter. You can complete this bonus craft 
challenge using any supplies from this box, materials you have at home or the box 
itself! Show off your work using #CrayolaCIYbox on Facebook or Instagram. You 
may get featured on our social media page!

Craft challenge tips 
A few hints to get you started: Start by downloading a letter template from your 
Crayola®  CIY Box™ account page. Pick your favorite letter, or spell out a word. 
Trace it onto your cardboard box and cut it out. You can dye your leftover string by 
using Crayola® Watercolors. Use ribbon, fabric, fairy lights, or anything else you 
have at home to wrap your letter. 

Supplies from your box
• Leftover LKYC skein of yarn
• Leftover Crayola® Washable Watercolors
• Your Crayola®  CIY Box™ for cardboard 

You may also need
• Ribbon, twine, fairy lights, or fabric
• Other craft supplies you have at home!
• Scissors

Crayola® Washable Kids’ Paint 
FOR BEST RESULTS: Washable Watercolors wash from skin 
and most washable clothing.  Wash promptly in hot wash 
cycle.  Do not use prewash or chlorine bleach.  Repeat 
laundering may be required.

STAIN ADVISEMENT: Keep away from wallpaper, painted 
walls, finished and unfinished wood, vinyl, carpeting and 
other materials that cannot be laundered.  Not for use as 
body/face paint.

 
 
For more detailed wash and stain removal directions please 
visit www.crayola.com/stain-tips/.

Need help with your Crayola® CIY Box™? 
Call us: 877-223-7672
Email us: hello@crayolaciybox.com

Help suggested 
for ages 8-12

BONUS CHALLENGE!
Wrapped Letter Wash & Care Tips

Washable Watercolors are Certified AP. 

Conforms to ASTM D 4236

Share your one-of-a-kind creation on social media for a 
chance to be featured! #CrayolaCIYbox

Official Licensed Product.  Made with  by Bulu

Don’t
forget! © 2019 Crayola, Easton, PA 18044-0431. Crayola Oval 

Logo®, Crayola®, Create It Yourself™, CIY Box™ are 
trademarks of Crayola used under license.

45 min 



Have questions?
Call us: 877-223-7672 

Email us: hello@crayolaciybox.com

®

Official Licensed Product. 

Gift Creativity + Quality Time
Visit CrayolaCIYbox.com/pages/subscribe to purchase a 
Crayola® CIY Box™ gift subscription. Your gift will surprise and 
delight your loved one every month. 
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